Cheryl says:
The Seleya is investigating a distress situation; the USS Lorelei, conducting tests of a prototype shuttle, has been found in dire straits.  Crew dead, but for poor Captain Novotny, recovering in Seleya's sickbay.

Cheryl says:
The shuttle is missing from the Lorelei, dunno where it is.

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Megan says:
::in sickbay, scanning Troi, checking her readings::

FCEdwards says:
::: in a Turbolift on way to the Bridge :::

CMO_Starr says:
::slowly opens her eyes and wonders where she is::

CEOEnsPax says:
::Leaving his quarters reporting for duty::

XO_Peters says:
::In sickbay waiting for the all clear to go back to work::

Megan says:
::smiles down at Troi:: How are you feeling?

Sci_Savek says:
::::Brnging datacubes up to the Bridge from the TR ::

Cn_Lt_Sea says:
::gets up, getting ready for duty::

CTO_Pang says:
::studying reports on her Padd, sitting at a spare bridge console::

CMO_Starr says:
Megan:  Where am I?

CO_Guglrn says:
::entering the Bridge::

Megan says:
Troi: your in your own sickbay, you've been injured

CMO_Starr says:
::tries to focus her eyes::

FCEdwards says:
::enters Bridge::

Sci_Savek says:
:::Exits TL with large rack of datacubes  onto Bridge ::

CMO_Starr says:
Megan: What happened?

CO_Guglrn says:
the MB

Cn_Lt_Sea says:
::brushes hair::

CTO_Pang says:
::stands as the CO enters:: CO:: All systems within normal parameters .... but we cannot tractor the wrecked shuttle out Sir

FCEdwards says:
::walsk oer and relieves Ensign Winchester from the Conn::

Sci_Savek says:
:::Staggers over to Science station with rack ::

CO_Guglrn says:
Pang: understood, what is the situation with Peters?

TAC_Rico says:
:: in quarters, reading mission briefing :

CTO_Pang says:
CO:: Dr. Gray says he must not undertake too much for a while - but he is out of danger Sir

Megan says:
Troi: You were injured by a collapsing beam when you started your transport

Sci_Savek says:
:::Sets rack down ::

Cn_Lt_Sea says:
::has a jelly doughnut and a glass of milk for breakfast::

CO_Guglrn says:
Pang: that is very god ::thinking::

FCEdwards says:
CO: Sir, what happned while I was off-duty?

CEOEnsPax says:
::arrives in Main Engineering::

CO_Guglrn says:
Pang: assemble an AT, go donw to the surface by shuttle.  I will leave you to pick the crew.

CMO_Starr says:
::reaches for the back of her head::Megan: What does the scan show?

Sci_Savek says:
CO: I have the datacuges from the Loreli that we may want to examine

FCEdwards says:
::hears the captain:: Pang: Shall I prep the shutttle sitr?

Megan says:
Troi: Here:: hands her the tricorder so she can see for herself::

CTO_Pang says:
CO:: Aye Sir .... I would like someone from medical - but I understand Dr. Starr is not too well

XO_Peters says:
::Looking around for a doctor so he can get out of here::

Cn_Lt_Sea says:
::finishing up the funny pages and the political section::

CEOEnsPax says:
::Looks over the logs being extracted::

CTO_Pang says:
Edwards:: Yes Edwards .... and be prepared to fly it too -

CO_Guglrn says:
Pang: then pick another please

CMO_Starr says:
::reads the information::Megan: Well then, everything looks normal, other than this headache.  Will you get me something for pain and I will resume my duties.

Sci_Savek says:
:::Takes the first dozen cubes out and places them in the reader ::

FCEdwards says:
Pang: right away sir... ::goes to the Turbolift and takes it down to Shuttle Bay3::

Host Cheryl says:
<Dr. Grey>  ::moves over to the XO::  Sir:  How do you feel?

CTO_Pang says:
CO:: Then Medical, Edwards, Savek should be sufficient .... also Rico for Security

Megan says:
Troi: yes, of course ::turns for a hypo and administers::

Cn_Lt_Sea says:
::streaches and heads for the bridge::

XO_Peters says:
Grey:  I feel fine.  But I would like to get out of here

Sci_Savek says:
:::looks up at his name being called ::

Megan  (Hypospray.wav)

CMO_Starr says:
::the pain starts to ease::Megan: What has been going on while I was unconscious?

CO_Guglrn says:
Pang: very well, I see Ens Craven has Med. experience, want her?

CEOEnsPax says:
::Looks at the logs being decoded::

CTO_Pang says:
Rico, Savek, Edwards .... shuttlebay 4 please ....CO:: Yes Sir .... and I think Pax too

Host Cheryl says:
<Grey>  XO:  There are often complications, under these kinds of injuries......

CO_Guglrn says:
Pang: very well, carry on then

CTO_Pang says:
*Pax* Prepare to join an AT - shuttlebay 4

Sci_Savek says:
:::Nods to Pang and calls for a replacement ::

Cn_Lt_Sea says:
Turbolift: Bridge

FCEdwards says:
::preparing the shuttle in shuttle bay 3::

Megan says:
Troi: Commander Peters was also injured ::t urns towards his biobed poining::

XO_Peters says:
Grey:  I understand that.  I promise to stay on the ship

CTO_Pang says:
*Pax* Belay that ... shuttlebay 3

TAC_Rico says:
:: hears Pang, heads for Shuttlebay 3 ::

CEOEnsPax says:
*Pang*: Aye Sir

Sci_Savek says:
:::Fills in replacement officer of what is needed to be done ::

Host Cheryl says:
<Grey>  ::considers, and decides::  I will release you from sickbay, returned to light duty.  And I mean light, Mister!  Remember, I can take you off duty.

CMO_Starr says:
::starts to get out of bed::Megan: What is his condition?

CTO_Pang says:
*Craven* Shuttlebay 3 please - there may be federation wounded

Sci_Savek says:
:::Heads to TL ::

CEOEnsPax says:
::Leaves the decode works to another engineer::

Cn_Lt_Sea says:
::enters bridge::

XO_Peters says:
::Hates pushy doctors::Grey, Yes doc.  Thank you

Ens_Crave says:
*Pang*: on my way

Sci_Savek says:
Pang : I have the TL

FCEdwards says:
::begins pre-launch sequence::

CEOEnsPax says:
::Leaves Main Engineering to TL::

Host Cheryl says:
<Grey>  ::hands Peters his uniform, and turns back to afford him some privacy::

Cn_Lt_Sea says:
Guglaron: good morning

Megan says:
Troi: He's twitching a bit....not a medical condition, but I think he wants to be released from Sickbay and is giving Dr Grey a hard time

CEOEnsPax TL: Shuttle Bay 3  (TurboLift.wav)

Megan says:
::watches Peters::

CTO_Pang says:
::leaves the bridge on her way to Shuttlebay 3 with Savek::

TAC_Rico says:
:: arrives in Shuttle bay 3 after a TL ride ::

XO_Peters says:
::Accepts the uniform, and puts it on::

En_Craven says:
::makes way to SB3::

CEOEnsPax says:
::arrives in SB3::

Sci_Savek says:
::::Exits TL with Pand for the Shuttle Bay ::

Host Cheryl says:
<Grey>  ::grins at Megan::  Let the captain know to expect the XO on the bridge shortly.

CO_Guglrn says:
::sits in CO's chair and watches spare Bridge crew assume positions::

Megan says:
Grey: yes

CMO_Starr says:
Megan: Have you ever seen an officer yet that didn't want to get out of sickbay fast?  Makes you think we had rubber gloves to beat them with doesn't it::grins at Megan::

En_Craven says:
::arrives in SB3, nods to all there::

En_Craven says:
Pang: reporting as ordered

CTO_Pang says:
Edwards:: Nearly ready? ::watches as the rest of the AT arrive::

Sci_Savek says:
::nods back to Craven ::

Megan says:
*Sickbay to Captain Guglaron* Commander Peters is being released from sickbay for light duty, sir.

FCEdwards says:
Pang: ready as I'll ever be sir....

CTO_Pang says:
Craven:: Welcome Ensign

Megan says:
::grins at Troi::

Cn_Lt_Sea says:
Captain: would you like me to take over FCO?

Sci_Savek says:
Pang : Which shuttle ?

CO_Guglrn says:
*Megan*: understood, have him report to the Bridge, if he is fit

CTO_Pang says:
*Bridge*  We are entering shuttle now Sir .... please prepare to open doors

CMO_Starr says:
::goes to dress while Megan is talking to Captain::

CEOEnsPax says:
::isn't saying anything in SB3::

TAC_Rico says:
:: on shuttle ::

En_Craven says:
::nods at Pang, is nervous::

XO_Peters says:
::Finishes putting on the uniform and heads for the door::

Megan says:
*Sickbay to Bridge* Will do, sir

Sci_Savek says:
:::Grabs gear and enters after Pang ::

FCEdwards says:
::finishes diagnostics on the Shuttlecraft Endeaor::

FCEdwards says:
<Endeaor>

Megan says:
::turns to Peters:: Peters: if you are well enough, the Captain would like to see you on the bridge

XO_Peters says:
::Walks down the corridor and up to a TL::

Megan says:
::shouted down the hall at Peters::

XO_Peters says:
::After acknowloging Megan::Thank you

CTO_Pang says:
*Ops* Please facilitate shuttle departure .... we are all aboard

Cn_Lt_Sea says:
::logs on to FCO panel::

FCEdwards says:
Pang: Sir, the shuttle is prepped and ready to launch....

CMO_Starr says:
*CO*: Sir, I am out of bed, and will be back on duty in 10 minutes.  Anything I can do?

Sci_Savek says:
Pang : I brought some amplifiers for the Transporter, it should allow us to transport larger pieces if needed

CTO_Pang says:
Savek:: Good thinking

Megan says:
::looks at Troi and thinks she need light duty as well::

XO_Peters says:
TL:  Main bridge

CO_Guglrn says:
*Starr*: perhaps you could call Pang, you might be needed on the AT

CMO_Starr says:
~~~~I heard that Megan::grins::~~~~

CTO_Pang says:
<ops>*Pang* Opening shuttlebay doors now .... depart when ready

CEOEnsPax says:
::Runs into the shuttle::

Megan says:
::looks up and smiles shyly::

Cn_Lt_Sea says:
::its been awhile at FCO I'd love to just go for a joyride::

CMO_Starr says:
*Pang*: Do you need medical along?

XO_Peters says:
::Arrives on the bridge::

CO_Guglrn says:
*Starr*: too late, shuttle is leaving, come up to the Bridge please

CEOEnsPax says:
::have something else on the mind::

CTO_Pang says:
*Ops* Thanks

Sci_Savek says:
:::Waits for Pang's resopnse ::

FCEdwards says:
::beginning the launch sequence::

CTO_Pang says:
Edwards:: When you are ready ....

Megan says:
::goes about straightening up sickbay::

TAC_Rico says:
:: sits down in a comfy seat at side of shuttle, tries to get comfortable ::

XO_Peters says:
::Walks down toward the captian::

FCEdwards  (Shuttle Bay Doors.wav)

XO_Peters says:
CO:  Commander Peters reporting for duty sir.

CO_Guglrn says:
::gets up anfd greets Peters::

Sci_Savek says:
Pang : Do we require the CMO ?

Cn_Lt_Sea says:
Peters: Good morning, good to see you are well

FCEdwards says:
::opens shuttle doors::

CEOEnsPax says:
::Stares at the Shuttle wall::

XO_Peters says:
Sea:  Thank you councellor

CTO_Pang says:
Savek:: Craven has medical skills I understand

FCEdwards says:
@::launches the shuttle with magnificent grace::

CO_Guglrn says:
:puts hands on Peters shoulders:: It is good to have you back

Megan says:
::grins while completeing her task, thinking about this morning::

Sci_Savek says:
Pang : OK

CO_Guglrn says:
Peters: can you handle the Bridge?

FCEdwards says:
@::looks around, thinking "I should have picked a bigger shuttle"::

XO_Peters says:
CO:  Thanks Gug,  no problem.  I feel fine.

CTO_Pang says:
@AT:: I understand we should land in thick jungle .... and there may be natives around - also perhaps those who stole the shuttle

Sci_Savek says:
*CMO* we are going to use Craven as a backup medical offcier if one is needed

CEOEnsPax says:
::thinks about his own morning::

CMO_Starr says:
::turns back to her office::Megan, would you ask Dr. Grey to come to my office please, and I would like for you to join us.

FCEdwards says:
@::beginning to enter the atmosphere::

Cn_Lt_Sea says:
::sits in Counselor's chair::

CO_Guglrn says:
Peters: very well, she's all yours, I'll be in the RR if needed, Starr is on way here, she can co-ordinate with Craven on the AT if needed.

CTO_Pang says:
@AT:: Phasers on stun when we exit please

Sci_Savek says:
@::Settles back in seat ::

TAC_Rico says:
@Pang: How advanced are the natives?

Megan says:
Troi: yes ::turns to look for Alex::

XO_Peters says:
CO:  understood.

CMO_Starr says:
*Savek*: Acknowledged.

XO_Peters says:
::Sits down in the big chair::

Sci_Savek says:
@::Adjusts Phaser to Stun setting ::

CEOEnsPax says:
@::hates carrying phasers and does his job::

En_Craven says:
@Savek: that is correct sir, my knowledge is sound but would appreciate advise from Starr if needed.

Megan says:
::walks over to Alex and explains that the CMO wouldlike both of us in her office::

TAC_Rico says:
@:: sets phaser to stun ::

CTO_Pang says:
@Edwards:: ETA?

CO_Guglrn says:
::nods and enters RR::

FCEdwards says:
@::turns around long enough just to get a phaser::

Sci_Savek says:
@Crave: I am sure she can "walkj you through " what you don't already know

Megan says:
::walks back to Troi's office chatting with Alex::

Cn_Lt_Sea says:
Peters: glad you weren't permanently hurt

CO_Guglrn says:
::in RR, sees SFHQ prioity message::

FCEdwards says:
@Pang: If you want a smooth ride, 5 minutes, if you don't mind a rough ride AND landing, 2 minutes....

CMO_Starr says:
::watches as Alex and Megan enter her office::

Megan says:
::both take a seat::

XO_Peters says:
Sea:  Thanks, you should have seen the dent it made

CTO_Pang says:
@Savek:: Any chance of analysing those lifeforms from here?  Edwards:: Take your time

En_Craven says:
::watches the crew, is worried about the landing::

Cn_Lt_Sea says:
Peters: good thing you have Starfleet Major Medical

CMO_Starr says:
Alex and Megan: Since I was unconscious for a while, I would like for both of you to catch me up.

FCEdwards says:
@Pang: aye sir...

CO_Guglrn says:
::in RR, finished reading SFHQ message::

CTO_Pang says:
*Seleya* We should arrive in jungle conditions in around 4 minutes ....

Megan says:
::waits for Grey to begin::

CMO_Starr says:
::listens while Alex and Megan fill her in::

XO_Peters says:
::Smiles at the councelor::Good thing I have a hard head

CEOEnsPax says:
@::is thinking deeply about this morning::

Sci_Savek says:
@Pang : they appear to be savages, but I do note signs of painting of a sort

En_Craven says:
@Pang: can I tes my comm link and see if Dr. Starr is available if needed?

CTO_Pang says:
@Pax:: If the shuttle is not too badly damaged we may be able to get it back under its own power

FCEdwards says:
@::brings the shuttle ever so closer to the ground....::

CTO_Pang says:
@Craven:: Surely

Cn_Lt_Sea says:
Peters: made to go the distance

CO_Guglrn says:
@::nods at Pang::

CEOEnsPax says:
@Pang: Ok...

CO_Guglrn says:
@*Starr*: this is Craven, can you hear me?

Sci_Savek says:
@Pang; What weapons they do posses seem to be designed for throwing and stabbing

CTO_Pang says:
@Savek:: There were other lifeforms detected from the Seleya ... they could be the thieves that removed the shuttle - or they could be Federation

CMO_Starr says:
*Craven*: Yes, what can I do for you?

Megan says:
Troi: Captain Novotny condition is stable for the moment although she's in a coma, the other two crewmenbers are recovering

XO_Peters says:
*Pang*:  status report Commander

Sci_Savek says:
@Pang : Yes trying to inpoint there locale now

En_Craven says:
@*Starr*: I just wanted to see if I could talk with you if I need your advise, please standby

CTO_Pang says:
@AT:: If they are natives - we need to watch the first contact directives

FCEdwards says:
@::finally lands the shuttle::

CMO_Starr says:
Megan: Excuse me::listens to Craven::

Megan says:
::staring at hands while Troi talks to the AT::

Cn_Lt_Sea says:
::runs hair through silver hair::

CMO_Starr says:
*Craven*: Standing by.

FCEdwards says:
@::opens the shuttle doors::

TAC_Rico says:
@Pang: If they attack us...?

CTO_Pang says:
@*Seleya* Shuttle about to land in jungle Sir

CMO_Starr says:
Megan: Sorry Megan, please continue.

FCEdwards says:
@Pang: We have landed sir...

CTO_Pang says:
@Rico:: Stun ... and hide

XO_Peters says:
*Pang*:  Very good Commander.  Keep us updated

TAC_Rico says:
@:: nods at Pang ::

FCEdwards says:
@::remembers to set phaser to medium stun::

CTO_Pang says:
*@Seleya* Shuttle landed ....

Sci_Savek says:
@Pang : I show one Life other than the natives about 500 Kilometers away north of our present position

CEOEnsPax says:
@::takes out tricorder and phaser::

CO_Guglrn says:
::sits back in chair considering the message content::

TAC_Rico says:
@:: pulls phaser, makes sure it's on Stun setting ::

Megan says:
Troi: as I said, Captain Novotny's conditions is stable, but she continues to remain in a coma, the other two are ready to be released

CMO_Starr says:
Megan: Have to spoken to her mentally yet?

XO_Peters says:
Ops:  What do our sensors tell us about the ATs location?

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  THE SHUTTLE LANDS SAFELY, THANKS TO SKILLFUL PILOTING, ABOUT 5 KM FROM THE DOWNED VESSEL

En_Craven says:
@::readies her Med. Trocorder::

CTO_Pang says:
@AT:: Well .... let's go

Sci_Savek says:
@Pang : Correct that 5 Kilometers

En_Craven says:
@::stands up::

Cn_Lt_Sea says:
Peters: so far so good

CTO_Pang says:
@::glad she has her walking boots::

Megan says:
Troi: John and I tried, but she fought the intrusion

XO_Peters says:
Sea:  Lets hope this goes off without a hitch.  We need a smooth mission.

CMO_Starr says:
::nods at Megan::How is Sek?

FCEdwards says:
@::exits the shuttle::

CEOEnsPax says:
@::Scans the area with tool box in the other hand::

TAC_Rico says:
@:: to self :: 5 kilometers? Awww... Stupid Starfleet regulation boots are hard enough to walk one minute in.

CTO_Pang says:
@::prepares to leave the shuttle:: Rico:: Take point ... Savek .... scans please

Sci_Savek says:
::Organizes gear into 2 large carryalls

En_Craven says:
@::exits the shuttle and follows others::

Cn_Lt_Sea says:
Peters: agreed, that would be good for morale

CTO_Pang says:
@::scans around ....:: Savek:: Which direction?

Sci_Savek says:
@::Struggles to carry both of them outside ::

TAC_Rico says:
@:: walks up to door ::

XO_Peters says:
::Agrees with the councellor::

En_Craven says:
@::looks about at the jungle environment::

Megan says:
Sek: condition; she is also stable but still unconscious

Sci_Savek says:
@Pang : North of here ::points ::

FCEdwards says:
@::breathes in the fresh air::

CEOEnsPax says:
@::Begins to walk::

CMO_Starr says:
Megan: What would you think about some mental healing today?

TAC_Rico says:
@:: at point, watching where he steps ::

En_Craven says:
@::looks and starts to head North with others::

Megan says:
::looks up:: Troi: I would like to try. ::unsure::

XO_Peters says:
::Pulls up the sensor information on the ATs position::

FCEdwards says:
@Pang: perhaps I should stay here and take watch over the shuttle....

Sci_Savek says:
@:::puts one back pack on shoulders ::

CTO_Pang says:
@AT:: Then .... try to avoid contact with the natives ... let's go .... starts off in a northerly direction through the trees and bushes::

En_Craven says:
@Pang: how long will it take us to get there?

CEOEnsPax says:
@::walking as fast as he can::

CMO_Starr says:
Megan: Let's start with Sek then.::gets out of chair and heads to sickbay::

CTO_Pang says:
@Craven:: Depends on the vegetation .... should not be too long

Megan says:
::stands and follows::

XO_Peters says:
Sea:  Looks like jungle terrain down there

TAC_Rico says:
@:: walking beside Pang, watching out for spiders or snakes ::

Host Cheryl says:
THE AT IS GREETED WITH DENSE FOLIAGE, WITH NO APPARENT PATH

En_Craven says:
@::wipes brow of sweat, understood sir (checks Med. Supplies)::

CTO_Pang says:
@*Seleya*  We are in thick jungle here ... and have a five mile walk ahead of us ....

Cn_Lt_Sea says:
Peters: perhaps they can cut through with phasers

CMO_Starr says:
::Megan and Troi reach Sek's bed::Megan: I will go in first.  Please stay with me and we will gently explore her mind together.

CTO_Pang says:
@::slashes at the vegetation with her spare machete::

Megan says:
::looks at Troi and nods, closing her eyes to focus::

XO_Peters says:
*Pang*:  How think Commander?  You could use a phaser to cut through the folliage

FCEdwards says:
@Pang: uh, sir?  Should I stay here with the shuttle sir?

Megan says:
::clearing her mind::

CTO_Pang says:
*@Seleya*  There are aboriginal lifeforms around ... we do not wish them to see us ...

CMO_Starr says:
~~~~Megan, what I am trying to do, is reach her to bring her to consciousness~~~~

Megan says:
~~~Troi: I understand~~~~

CMO_Starr says:
::follows a trail in Sek's mind::

XO_Peters says:
*Pang*:  Understood.

CTO_Pang says:
@Edwards:: I think I would like you to come with us .... Brimmer will stay

Megan says:
::weaves in behind Troi::

TAC_Rico says:
@:: wishes he had a knife... didn't think of it ::

CEOEnsPax says:
@::Stops walking::

FCEdwards says:
@Pang: very well sir....

Host Cheryl says:
<Sek>  ::flinches in her sleep, feeling an invasion::

TAC_Rico says:
@Pang: You have a Machete?

Cn_Lt_Sea says:
::sends flowers for Megan to our quarters::

CEOEnsPax says:
@:::Looks back::

CMO_Starr says:
~~~~Megan, she is dreaming, which is a good sign, can you detect her dream?~~~~

FCEdwards says:
@Brimmer: Take good care of my shuttle will you?

CTO_Pang says:
@::cuts her way through the vegetation ..... slow work ... perhaps Peters is right::

En_Craven says:
@::takes Hypo Spray from bag and fits stimulant::

Megan says:
~~Troi: trying to~~~

CTO_Pang says:
@<Brimmer> Of course Sir

Sci_Savek says:
@:::Follows behind Pang ::

En_Craven says:
@Pang: I have some stimulant here, wanna use it?

Megan says:
::sees images of the desert and a high mountain range::

CTO_Pang says:
@::notices that there now seems to be a path ......::AT ... it gets easier here!

FCEdwards says:
@::mindlessly following Commander Pang::

CMO_Starr says:
~~~~I am going to become part of her dream and see if she will answer me~~~~

TAC_Rico says:
@:: watching for natives, has a feeling they can hide pretty well ::

Sci_Savek says:
@Pang : But a path implies natives or animals

CEOEnsPax says:
@::Following his tricorder and left the AT::

Megan says:
::the hot desert winds blow across the sands::

TAC_Rico says:
@:: sees Path, happy ::

CMO_Starr says:
~~~~Megan, stand ready to assist me~~~~

Megan says:
~~Troi: be careful~~

CTO_Pang says:
@Savek:: True ... but better get to the shuttle quickly

Cn_Lt_Sea says:
Peters: perhaps we should place a backup shuttle in orbit just in case

Megan says:
~~Troi: ready!!

Megan says:
~~

Sci_Savek says:
@Pang : agreed :::Feels the heavy weight ::

XO_Peters says:
Sea:  To what end?

FCEdwards says:
@::sees Pax wander off and follows::

CMO_Starr says:
::approaches Sek::Sek: Do you remember me Nurse Sek?

Megan says:
::stands on the edge of the dream, waiting::

XO_Peters says:
::Keeps checking the Seleya sensor data::

CTO_Pang says:
@Edwards:: Get Pax back with the rest of us ....

Cn_Lt_Sea says:
Peters: in case the sabatour captures or destroys the 1st one

CEOEnsPax says:
@::have a phaser on the right hand, tricorder on lef hand, to pack of Engineering tools around him::

Host Cheryl says:
<Sek>  ::opens eyes, briefly::

En_Craven Injects herself with Stimulant (Hypospray.wav)

FCEdwards says:
@Pang: ::shouting::  Aye sir!

Host Cheryl says:
<Sek>  Troi:  Is it you?

CTO_Pang says:
*@Pax* State your location ... you need to stay with us

XO_Peters says:
Sea:  Not just yet.  Let's see what develops

CMO_Starr says:
::Sees Sek nod her head::Sek: Yes it is I.

TAC_Rico says:
@:: pointing phaser around ::

FCEdwards says:
@::running to catch up with Pax:: Patrick! Patrick where are you?!

Cn_Lt_Sea says:
Peters: Aye

XO_Peters says:
::Notices the AT is spliting up::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  AT HEARS DRUMS IN THE FAR DISTANCE, WHERE THEY ARE HEADED

En_Craven says:
@::starts to feel greata nd walks faster::

TAC_Rico says:
@Pang: Did you hear that?

Sci_Savek says:
@Rico : Careful with that Phaser

CEOEnsPax says:
@::Couldn't hear the comm, thinking too hard::

CTO_Pang says:
@::stops in her tracks:: .

Host Cheryl says:
THE DRUMS CARRY A STEADY BEAT

TAC_Rico says:
@Savek: What does this big red button do?

CEOEnsPax says:
@::Continues his walk::

XO_Peters says:
*Pang*:  Sensors show you have split up.  What's happening?

TAC_Rico says:
@:: stops by Pang ::

CMO_Starr says:
~~~~Sek: We need your skills in nursing Sek, please rejoin us~~~~

Sci_Savek says:
@Rico : it fires it

En_Craven says:
@::bumps into the AT as they suddenly stop::

CTO_Pang says:
@AT:: Care .... that is probably the native lifeform

FCEdwards says:
@::detects Pax's presence with the tricorder::

Sci_Savek says:
@Pang : I surmise you are correct

CTO_Pang says:
*@Seleya*  Sorry Sir .... Pax and Edwards have become detached -

XO_Peters says:
::Detached?::

Cn_Lt_Sea says:
Megan:~~~good morning sweet lass~~~

CTO_Pang says:
@*Seleya* I have sent Edwards to find Pax - he had no business wandering off on his own

XO_Peters says:
*Pang*:  We have them on sensors, we can beam them out if you can't find them on the ground.

Host Cheryl says:
<Sek>  Troi:  What........  ::coughs, struggling::  is happening?

CTO_Pang says:
@*Peters* Sir ... that is a relief ....

XO_Peters says:
*Pang*:  understood.  ::Thinks damn ensigns::

En_Craven says:
@::tracks them on Tricorder::

Megan says:
::feels a cooling breeze at the back of her mind, that eases the hot desert winds:: ~~Good morning, love.~~

FCEdwards says:
@::shouting:: Patrick!

Cn_Lt_Sea says:
Peters: detached, that sounds rather gross

CMO_Starr says:
~~~~Sek: You were injured and have been in a healing trance, but I think it is time you joined us in consciousness~~~~

CTO_Pang says:
@*Pax, Edwards* Stay where you are if you cannot get back to us ... Seleya will attempt to transport you back

Sci_Savek says:
@Pang : shall we press on with caution ?

En_Craven says:
@Pang: I could go and find them Sir

CEOEnsPax says:
@::thought he saw the Shuttle and ran for it::

CTO_Pang says:
@Craven:: No ... let's press on

XO_Peters says:
Sea:  Did I hear mention of canabals down there?  He could become very detached

FCEdwards says:
@*Pang*: Aye sir

TAC_Rico says:
@Pang: Do you think these natives are Cannibals?

En_Craven says:
@::nods at Pang.. she made the right decision::

Megan says:
::still at the edge of the dream watching - learning::

CTO_Pang says:
@::marches on through the jungle towards the sound of distant drums::

Host Cheryl says:
<Sek>  Troi:  It is ...........  difficult

FCEdwards says:
@::narrowing the sensors on the tricorder::

CMO_Starr says:
~~~~Megan, introduce yourself to Sek~~~~

En_Craven says:
@::follows Pang::

Cn_Lt_Sea says:
Peters: its whats for dinner ::smile:: I'm sure Cmdr Pang is keeping an eye on him

Sci_Savek says:
@:::Marches behing Pang trying to spot any sign of native life ::

En_Craven says:
@Pang: I detect a life form only 2 Km from us now

XO_Peters says:
*Pax, Edwards*:  Rejoin the rest of the AT.  I will have Commander Pang transmit a signal on her tricorder

CMO_Starr says:
~~~~Sek: Give Megan and me your hand, we will lead the way~~~~

Megan says:
::imposes herself in the dream:: Sek: I am Megan McGreggor.  ~~::reaches for Seks hand::

FCEdwards says:
@*Peters*: Acknowledged sir

CTO_Pang says:
@Craven:: We should be able to avoid the natives ... but I need you if one of our Federation colleagues is injured ... hurry it up please

XO_Peters says:
*Pang*:  Can you transmit a signal for the two ensigns to home in on?

CEOEnsPax says:
@::Is getting close to the shuttle...::

CO_Guglrn says:
::enters the Bridge::

CO_Guglrn says:
::sits besdie the XO::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  A NATIVE CREATURE JUMPS ONTO PAX, AND A FIGHT ENSUES.  THE ENSIGN WINS, BUT DOESN'T NOTICE HE DROPS HIS COMMBADGE IN THE PROCESS

Sci_Savek says:
@:::Takes out tricorder and waves it about a bit ::

CO_Guglrn says:
XO: report

XO_Peters says:
::Stands and lets the CO have his chair back::

Cn_Lt_Sea says:
Captain: welcome back

CO_Guglrn says:
::raises arms and asks XO to sit back down::

Sci_Savek says:
@Pang : I am detecting a alien being in teh close proximity to one of ours

CEOEnsPax says:
@::picks up his tool boxes and continue::

XO_Peters says:
CO:  The AT are progressing through the jungle.  Ensigns Edwards and Pax have got themselves detached from the AT.

CO_Guglrn says:
XO: how are the AT doing?

CMO_Starr says:
::Megan and Troi begin to lead Sek back to consciousness::

FCEdwards says:
@::trying to "home in" on Pang's signal::

CO_Guglrn says:
XO: Mmmm, are they in danger?

TAC_Rico says:
@:: sighs....... no spiders yet ::

Megan says:
::takes Sek's hand gently but firmly::

CTO_Pang says:
*@Seleya*  We still have a mile or so to go .... can you retrieve Edwards and Pax?

Host Cheryl says:
<Sek>  ::resists, enjoying the peacefullness of her sleep::

XO_Peters says:
CO:  There are signs of natives nearby, but they don't seem to be attracted to the AT.

CO_Guglrn says:
::hears Pangs transmission::

TAC_Rico says:
@:: sees a Spider, aims phaser ::

CO_Guglrn says:
XO: you have my confidence, carry on

XO_Peters says:
CO:  Yes sir.

Megan says:
::comforts Sek's mind, pulling with a little more force::

CMO_Starr says:
~~~~Megan, you are doing fine, let's take two tendrils of her mind~~~~

XO_Peters says:
*Pang*:  standby we will transport them to your location.

TAC_Rico says:
@:: Spider runs away... loses aim at the creature :: Nuts!

Cn_Lt_Sea says:
Peters: the AT is requesting we retrieve the two Ens

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The AT manages to make its way to the shuttle, which it finds in a clearing

FCEdwards says:
@*Seleya*: Standing by for transport.....

Megan says:
~~Troi: Yes~~

XO_Peters says:
::Transports Pax and Edwards back to the rest of the AT::

CTO_Pang says:
@Savek::  It looks like we got here

CEOEnsPax says:
@::Almost got its way to the shuttle::

Sci_Savek says:
@:::Walks up to shuttle ::

En_Craven says:
@::scans the shuttle for life forms::

Host Cheryl says:
THE SHUTTLE IS BADLY DAMAGED

CTO_Pang says:
*@Seleya* Thanks Sir .... they are with us now

Sci_Savek says:
@:::Sets down the first 250 Kilo Bag ::

CMO_Starr says:
~~~~Sek is on the verge, just a little longer and she will awaken Megan~~~~

TAC_Rico says:
@Pang: We found it, and it's not completely destroyed! What could possibly go wrong?

En_Craven says:
@::gets Med Kit ready::

FCEdwards says:
@::materializes by the downed shuttle:: Pang: miss me sir?

CTO_Pang says:
@Pax:: Do NOT go wandering off Ensign!  We could have lost you

Megan says:
::hears Troi::

Sci_Savek says:
@::Sets down the heavy bag ::

CTO_Pang says:
@::scans the shuttle ....::

Sci_Savek says:
@:::Wipes brow ::

CMO_Starr says:
~~~~Megan, sing her a lullaby from your world, something encouraging~~~~

CTO_Pang says:
@Craven::  There should be a Federation lifeform around here somewhere

En_Craven says:
@Pang: trying to get a fix now Sir

Sci_Savek says:
@:::Takes readings with tricorder ::

Host Cheryl says:
NO LIFE FORMS ARE NOTED WITHIN THE SHUTTLE

En_Craven says:
@pang: over there, about 100 feet away (points)

Megan says:
~~begins an old lullaby and sings it softly and with feeling~~

En_Craven says:
@::walks in a North Easterly direction into vegitation::

XO_Peters says:
Sea:  That was lucky, the storms have picked up again

CTO_Pang says:
@Craven:: Well done .... let's get to him or her

Sci_Savek says:
@Pax: what happened to you ? You look like you were in a fight

En_Craven says:
@::finds the human male life form::

CMO_Starr says:
::notices Sek listening to Megan::

Cn_Lt_Sea says:
Peters: agreed, almost was a quick tour of duty for those 2

CTO_Pang says:
@Pax:: Now you are back with us ... see if you can get this shuttle back into working order

En_Craven @::scans:: (Tricorder.wav)

XO_Peters says:
Sea:  Right

FCEdwards says:
@::scanning the shuttle::

CMO_Starr says:
~~~~Megan, bring her out now~~~~

FCEdwards says:
@Pang: I'll help him sir....

CTO_Pang says:
@Rico:: Keep guard on Craven please

En_Craven says:
@Pang: this man has severe burns and stab wounds

Megan says:
::feels the resistance falter::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  SCANS PICK UP LIFEFORMS APPROACHING

TAC_Rico says:
@:: catches up to Craven ::

CTO_Pang says:
@Craven:: Stab wounds? .... can you fix him up?

En_Craven says:
@::works to stem bleeding fromchest area of unknown male::

Host Cheryl says:
<Sek>  ::Regains semi-consciousness::

TAC_Rico says:
@:: pulls phaser, looking around, guarding Craven ::

FCEdwards says:
@::goes over to help Pax::

Cn_Lt_Sea says:
Peters: according to the transport log, Pax has lost his Comm badge

CTO_Pang says:
*@Seleya* We have found one human male injured ... can you transport him?

CMO_Starr says:
Sek: Sek, this is Troi, ::slaps Sek as hard as she can::

XO_Peters says:
*Pang*:  Sensor have picked up lifeforms approaching your location.

En_Craven says:
@Pang: I will try my best sir, but he needs to get back to the Seleya asap

TAC_Rico says:
@:: thinks *stab wounds*? ::

TAC_Rico says:
@:: scary ::

FCEdwards says:
@Pax: Did you know your comm badge is missing?

Megan says:
::opens eyes and steps back out of the way::

Cn_Lt_Sea says:
*Sea to Pang*

XO_Peters says:
Sea:  Noted.  We can lock onto his tricorder

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  THE AT IS SUDDENLY SURROUNDED BY NATIVES, CARRYING PRIMITIVE WEAPONS

CTO_Pang says:
@*Sea* John?

CMO_Starr says:
::slaps Sek again::

CEOEnsPax says:
@::Have on idea what just happened and see the shuttle in front of him::

Sci_Savek says:
@Pang : If that is the case we had best prepare defensive positions

TAC_Rico says:
@:: sees Natives ::

FCEdwards says:
@::readies phaser::

CEOEnsPax says:
@Edwards: Huh?

Cn_Lt_Sea says:
*Pang* be advised Ens Pang has lost his Comm badge

En_Craven says:
@::sees a savage appear infront of her::

TAC_Rico says:
@Uh ohhh...

CTO_Pang says:
@::sees the natives .... ::

CMO_Starr says:
::watches as Sek's eyes begin to forcus on her::

Host Cheryl says:
<Sek>  ::opens eyes, and stares at Troi::  Leave me alone......  I am better off, if you do......

FCEdwards says:
@::fires at the native in front of Craen::

Sci_Savek says:
@:::Has back to Shuttle ::

Megan says:
::raises eyebrow::

TAC_Rico says:
@:: Looks at Edwards ::

En_Craven says:
@::sees pahser blast the savage::

CTO_Pang says:
@AT:: Hold your fire ....

CEOEnsPax says:
@::Walks toward the shuttle and get inside::

Sci_Savek says:
@Pang : Aye

En_Craven says:
@::not thinking, grabs the life form and retreats back toward the shuttle::

XO_Peters says:
::Sees evidence of phaser fire, but does not contact Pang, is concerned though::

CMO_Starr says:
Sek: Welcome Back Nurse Sek.  You are sorely needed here.

TAC_Rico says:
@:: holsters phaser, trying to look non threatning ::

CTO_Pang says:
@::walks up to the humanoid that looks to be in charge and growls at him::

CO_Guglrn says:
::watches XO::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  THE NATIVES APPROACH

CO_Guglrn says:
::thinking about how he will do, mmmm::

TAC_Rico says:
@:: steps back ::

Megan says:
::timid smile at Sek:: Welcome back Nurse Sek

FCEdwards says:
@Pang: sir.... should we continue firing?

CEOEnsPax says:
@::Is inside the Shuttle::

XO_Peters says:
Sea:  Can you sense what is happening down there, John?

CTO_Pang says:
@Edwards:: No .... we should try to negotiate ...

Host Cheryl says:
<Sek>  ::looks blankly at Megan and Troi::  Back.  I have been away......

TAC_Rico says:
@:: trying to keep distance from natives who are closing in ::

FCEdwards says:
@Pang: I hope that works sir......

En_Craven says:
@::pulls injured male into crashed shuttle::

CTO_Pang says:
@Natives:: What do you do here .... this is OURS!

CMO_Starr says:
Sek: This is Megan, you will be instructing her in nursing.  I want you out of this bed and back to work in 30 minutes.

Sci_Savek says:
@FCO: She said hold your fire

Cn_Lt_Sea says:
Peters: there is a flurry of anxiety has just flooded the away team

CEOEnsPax says:
@::Thinks about Cece while fixing the shuttle's life support system::

En_Craven says:
@pang: we must get out of here as soon as possible or he'll die

FCEdwards says:
@Savek: I am ..... now...

Megan says:
::tries not to smile::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  THE NATIVES DO NOT THREATEN THE AT, BUT POSITION THEMSELVES BETWEEN THE TEAM AND THE SHUTTLE

CTO_Pang says:
::whispering to AT:: Savek - take over communications with Seleya ...

TAC_Rico says:
@:: hand on phaser, which is in holster now ::

XO_Peters says:
Sea:  I don't want to contact them, we may start soomething accidentally

Sci_Savek says:
@PAng : Aye

Cn_Lt_Sea says:
Peters: acknowledged

CTO_Pang says:
@::suddenly jumps up and down and screams at the leader::

TAC_Rico says:
@:: takes out phaser, points at leader, protecting Pang in case attacked ::

FCEdwards says:
@::tries to go around the natives o get in the shuttle::

En_Craven says:
@::concerned for injured male::

Sci_Savek says:
@COMM*Seleya* We have a large number of natives that have appeared and have surrounded the shuttle , Pang Is attempting to negotiate now

TAC_Rico says:
@:: keeping phaser pointed at leader ::

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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